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Housed in a 15th-century reborn convent, Four Seasons Hotel Milano offers a timeless and peaceful 
sanctuary in the heart of Milan's most coveted area, the famous "Quadrilatero della Moda" fashion district, 

steps away from Teatro alla Scala, the Duomo and world-leading couture houses. Designed around                     
the original architecture, each room is individual, blending historic details with timeless Italian design.                     

La Veranda restaurant occupies a wide conservatory area and “ Al fresco”  dining is an exciting option from 
spring to autumn in the courtyard garden. The Hotel’s Spa, fluidly constructed by Patricia Urquiola, offers 
therapeutic treatments using the finest skincare products as well as a Turkish bath, indoor swimming pool, 

one-of-a-kind Spa Suite, 24-hour Fitness Centre and more. 

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MILANO  

FAST FACTS 
 

 Dramatically reborn 15th-century convent 
 

 Second Four Seasons property opened in Europe  
 

 Inner cloistered garden  
 

 Unique location in the heart of Milan’s fashion district 
 

 118 individual guest rooms, including 51 suites 
 

 5-minute walking distance from the city’s landmarks  
 

 2 F&B outlets showcasing an authentic Italian cuisine  
 

 900 m2 
 (10,764 sq ft) Spa with indoor lap pool 

 

 819 m2 
 (8,815 sq ft) of meeting and function space  

 

 30 minutes from Linate international airport and 60 
minutes from Malpensa international airport  

Connect with us for a unique Milanese getaway experience 
www.fourseasons.com/milan 

SPA DINING MEET THE TEAM ACCOMMODATIONS  



ROOMS 

Each room is individual, blending historic details with timeless Italian design. Standard and deluxe                   
rooms are decorated in shades of green, ochre and terracotta, with Fortuny fabrics, Frette linen and                        

custom-designed sycamore burl and pearwood cabinetry. Common features in all rooms include                             
a sofa seating area and an expansive walk-in closet. Carrara marble bathrooms include heated                         

floors and back-heated, steam-resistant mirrors.  

SUPERIOR ROOMS 
The hustle and bustle of the Via Gesù runs below your window, 
while inside, a custom queen bed and luxurious Italian fabrics 
offer a haven of relaxation. The Superior Rooms feature a 
stilted ambience extending from 29 m

2 
 to 39 m

2
 (312 – 420 

sq.ft).  

 

DELUXE ROOMS 
Fans of Italian design will love the hand-loomed carpets and 
designer fabrics that make these individually decorated rooms 
so warm and welcoming. Located throughout the hotel, the 
Deluxe Rooms can include one queen bed or two euro-single 
beds, and offer peaceful views over our 15th-century-inspired 
garden, smaller courtyards or Via Gesù.  

 

PREMIUM ROOMS 
Surround yourself with rich Fortuny fabrics, custom wood 
fixtures and opulent marble in these generously proportioned 
rooms inspired by Milanese design flair. The Premium Rooms 
can host 3 adults, or 2 adults and 1 child featuring from 39 to 46 
m

2 
 (420 – 495 sq.ft.) of luxurious appointed space. These 

rooms are also avalaible with main garden views.  

 

All rates include complimentary WiFi and in-room amenities. 
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SUITES 

Ideal for families and groups of friends, or couples looking for an abundance of space, suites  
go beyond the rooms with a separate living room to create the perfect balance of discreet  

work space and intimate privacy.  

JUNIOR SUITES 
High ceilings and tall windows create a natural sense of 
flow in these light-filled suites, with elements of 15th-
century architecture adding a historic feel that 
complements polished parquet floors and elegant fabrics. 
Our Junior Suites are located throughout the entire 
property and can also offer unique views of our manicured 
cloistered garden. 

 
CLOISTER SUITES 
The Cloister Suites are only located at the ground floor and 
feature 80 – 87 m

2 
(861 – 936 sq.ft.) of indoor space. Their 

original vaulted ceilings and French windows frame the 
hardwood foyer, an eye-catching marble bar and a tri-level 
layout that allows for privacy in the bedroom.  

 
FOUR SEASONS EXECUTIVE SUITES 
Invite clients and friends for dinner or drinks in these 
generous suites, ideally suited to longer stays and with 
separate living and sleeping areas for work and relaxation, 
with a light and contemporary design throughout.  
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TOP SUITES 
Featuring historic architectural details, stylish terraces or  unique design elements,  

our top suites offer secluded peaceful escape from the busy metropolis outside.  

RENAISSANCE SUITE 
The Renaissance Suite is a bright studio room with 17th century stuccoed 
ceiling and three large windows overlooking the main courtyard. The 
predominantly white room has a wooden canopy bed and a spacious 
lounge area. Uncluttered surfaces and Murano mirrors combine with exotic 
flowers and large plants to create an air of sophisticated minimalism. 

 
FASHION SUITE 

The Fashion Suite is an intimate layout of a bedroom, reading room / work 
area and living room that opens through large French doors onto a private 
terrace. It is situated in the Hotel’s ‘casa ringhiera’ wing, which is designed 
in keeping with the traditional Northern Italian style of accommodation, 
arranged around open balconies that overlook a glass covered atrium. 
Inside, the suite’s designer furnishings impart the air of a cosy city 
apartment.  
 
PENTHOUSE SUITE 
The Penthouse Suite is an airy arrangement of contemporary, international 
furnishings that occupies the entire fifth floor of the Hotel. Its main feature is 
a 35 sq m (377 sq ft) rooftop terrace and garden overlooking the rooftops of 
central Milan across to the Duomo. Bright and understated, this suite 
measures 150 sq m (1,614 sq ft) and includes a fully equipped kitchenette 
with adjacent powder room, bedroom with additional sitting room, generous 
working/living space and reading room with fireplace. In the grey, white and 
black marble bathroom, white shutters open onto a stepout balcony with 
views across the city’s rooftops. The Penthouse Suite can be connected via 
a private internal staircase to a Deluxe Room and an Executive Suite on 
the floor below to become either a two- or three-bedroom residence.  
 

FIND OUT MORE 
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https://www.fourseasons.com/milan/accommodations/#suites
https://www.fourseasons.com/milan/accommodations/suites/renaissance_suite/
https://www.fourseasons.com/milan/accommodations/suites/fashion_suite/
https://www.fourseasons.com/milan/accommodations/suites/designer_suite/


SPA 

The Spa invites guests to experience wellness-oriented therapies and rituals in a warm and tranquil space 
designed in the true Four Seasons spirit by world renowned  Spanish architect Patricia Urquiola.  

FAST FACTS 
 
 

 800 m2 house 7 treatment rooms, including 1 
couples’ suite 

 

 160 m2 Fitness Center 
 

 Sauna, steambath and lap pool with original 
19th-century vaulted ceilings 

 

 Hair Spa by Rossano Ferretti 
 

 Four main product lines:  
 

Black Pearl: an innovative treatment range 

dedicated to preventing ageing, Black Pearl offers 
unique luxury experiences based on 24 Karat gold: 
extremely pure and with powerful anti-aging effects. 
 

Olivier Claire: a new generation of cosmetics, 

based on the synergy of active ingredients for 
optimized efficacy and strong anti-pollution effect. 
 

Sodashi: as 100% natural brand, Sodashi’s 

concept of  health comforts soul, senses, mind and 
soul with natural plant extracts and essential oils, 
providing nourishment, purification and luminosity. 
 

Swiss Perfection: the first brand to apply vegetal 

cellular extraction technology to cosmetics. The 
company carries on the legacy of a pioneering 
Swiss family, with the goal to provide the most 
advanced  solutions in anti-aging skincare. 
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DINING 
With two restaurants and a unique off-site catering offer, Four Seasons Hotel Milano is able to cater  

to every culinary wish. Whether guests are looking to discover a gastronomic experience provided by 
Chef Borraccino, to sample the authentic Italian cuisine or have special dining preferences,  

the Hotel’s talented team can tailor each dining experience to ensure it meets individual needs. 

LA VERANDA RESTAURANT 
At the very heart of Milan’s vibrant fashion district,  La Veranda offers an 
intimate setting enhanced by the evocative view of the Hotel’s historic 
cloistered garden. Its informal and hushed atmosphere bathed in natural 
daylight invites guests to disconnect and sets the stage to enjoy the 
authentic cuisine of Chef Fabrizio Borraccino, strongly-grounded in the 
Italian terroir and revisiting savours of the past with a contemporary twist. 
While during spring and summer, the manicured garden provides a calm 
oasis of greenery for romantic al fresco dining and the best hot spot to 
escape the city’s lively pace. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IL FOYER BAR 
Il Foyer lounge bar occupies a tranquil setting within the former church of 
the 15

th
 century convent and serves light hors d'oeuvres, snacks, desserts 

and cocktails. Bar Manager Luca Angeli creates bi-monthly menus of 
dazzling new cocktails prepared with seasonal fruit, molecular techniques 
and inspirations from the city outside. A stone archway leads from the 
muted colors of the main lounge through to Fireplace room, which every 
year houses the stunning Christmas décor created by the Hotel’s 
celebrated Artistic Director Vincenzo Dascanio. 
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DESTINATION 

Architecturally, Milan epitomises the design world that has 
long been at its core. From the soaring gothic spires of Il 
Duomo to the celebrated opera house of Teatro alla 
Scala, the city is a tangled net of decorative styles, 
equally reflective of past, present and future.                                        
Alongside this architectural eclecticism, Milan has 
adopted an avant-garde approach to design in the worlds 
of fashion, furniture and art. The city’s annual 
International Furniture Fair – Salone Internazionale del 
Mobile – is the largest and most influential in the world. 
Similarly, few can dispute the power that Milan Fashion 
Week holds over its respective industry.  

Milan is a private city that invites in-depth discovery. Most 
of its beauty is hidden within the many palazzos, gardens, 
courtyards and terraces that lie behind the numerous 
pousterle (wrought iron and wooden gates) separating the 
buildings from the streets. A new wave of conceptual 
lifestyle stores has breathed life into many of the city’s old 
buildings. Traditional districts such as Navigli (the canal 
district), Brera (the artists’ district), and the area between 
Corso Como and Corso Garibaldi (the consumers’ district 
with concept stores and a buzzing restaurant scene) 
today offer a maze of bohemian cafes, young-designer 
showrooms and galleries. This convergence of past and 
present energies and art forms makes Milan a fascinating 
city to explore, one that – with a little effort – allows a 
deeper insight into the culture of its people than the usual 
tourist enclave.                                                                          

 

Milan is the capital of Lombardy, the northern Italian region that lies between the Alps and the Po Valley. It is the second 
most populated city in Italy after Rome and the country’s most important economic centre. Driven by four main sectors 
of commerce – fashion, design, finance and media – Milan is a business-orientated city with a strong emphasis on life-
style.  
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http://www.economicexpert.com/a/Alps.htm
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MEET THE TEAM 

Everything is made possible by our talented team. 

ANDREA OBERTELLO 
GENERAL MANAGER 
 

“The re  a  la rge  number  o f 

employees – around 40 per cent – 
who have been here for 10 or even 
15 years. Just think of all the lives 

they have touched!”  

VINCENZO DASCANIO 
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR 
 

“I’m a very curious person, always 

looking for the next thing to take 

my clients’  breath away.”  

SILVIA BRIGHENTI 
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF 
MARKETING 
 

“We’re not just selling hotels; 

we’ re selling destinations. We 
need to need to be ambassadors 

for both.”  

DANIELE BONZI 
EXECUTIVE PASTRY CHEF 
 

“My work is made of creativity, 

attention to detail and, above all, 

teamwork.”  

FABRIZIO BORRACCINO 
EXECUTIVE CHEF 
 

“Come to La Veranda, and you will 

have a small tour of Italy right at 

the table, and of Milan as well.” 
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Four Seasons Hotel Milano 

Milan, Italy 
Via Gesù 6/8 
Tel: +39 02 77088 
E. res.milano@fourseasons.com 
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